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2  - 4 players | Ages 8 and up | 15 minutes

SNYXTRAPSNYXTRAP

A SPELL-MATCHING GAME FOR TRAPPING 
SHADOW SPRITES

TM



Dearest Snyx Hunter,

As a proud new owner of Snyxtrap, I both congratulate 
you and lament your current predicament. 

Snyx are mischievous little sprites, and your acquisition 
of my trusty Snyxtrap informs me you now know this 
burdensome fact all too well. However, I can see that you 
are also wise, given you have found your way to purchasing 
the most superior snyx trapping solution in the world. You 
may now put your worries aside, for any meddlesome snyx 
that have infested your dwelling will soon be vanquished! 

My Snyxtrap is made for use with my Larklamp Magic 
Lantern Game System. You see, snyx are attracted to the 
lantern trap like mesmerized moths to the flame! As they 
are playful beings, entranced by the ritual of game (the 
rules of which  are explained in the remainder of this 
manual), snyx only require some magical spells to lure 
them near. Once trapped within the lantern, the snyx 
are safely transported back to their home in the mystical 
realm of shadows.

While troublesome, snyx are also magical and mysterious 
beings. It is my sincere hope that Snyxtrap will not only 
rid you of pesky sprites, but fill your home with awe and 
wonder as it has my own abode.

Good hunting,
Yours in merriment, mirth and mystification—

P. D. Warne 
Lumo Amuzo
Montreal

For video instructions on game 
setup and how to play visit

www.lumoamuzo.com

WARNING
Choking hazard!  Not for use by children under three 
years of age.

Designed and intended for use with adult supervision 
only.



THE BOARD
 ɖ FIELDS: The board is projected in four (4) numbered 
fields around the Larklamp. 

 ɖ RINGS: The fields are connected by three (3) 
concentric rings. 

 ɖ GATES: Each field has a gate that is located within its 
innermost ring.
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SNYXTRAP
Made for use with the Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System

Snyx are pesky shadow sprites that sneak into homes 
under the cover of darkness and stir up trouble. When 

no one is looking, they break and steal things, move 
objects about and pester sleeping pets. 

Unfortunately, a snyx has made its way into your home! 
You must capture it inside a magic lantern before you 
go to sleep to avoid a night of mischief and a morning of 
chaos. 

COMPONENTS

1x toppet plate

1x Snyxtrap 
base panel

4x gate levers5x Snyxtrap
side panels

SNYXTRAP

52x cards

1x snyx

Be sure to store the Snyxtrap side panels and 
base panel in their protective envelope when 
not in use. 



THE SNYX
 ɖ The snyx is the only moving game piece.

 ɖ The snyx moves around the board (and the lantern) 
along the spaces on the rings. 

 ɖ The snyx moves around the ring in the direction its 
eye is facing.

All instructions are for a two-player game. 
Three- and four-player variants are included 
later in this rulebook.

GAME SETUP 
1. Place the base panel and four (4) regular Snyxtrap side 

panels in the Larklamp. Leave the three-player side 
panel aside.

2. Players sit across from each other on opposite sides of 
the board. Each player is responsible for the two (2) 
fields in front of them (see The Board). 

3. Shuffle all cards and place face down in a draw deck.

4. Deal each player one (1) card, face down. This is a 
blind spell trap, which players lay on any space within 
their own fields without looking (see diagram below). 

5. Deal a hand of five (5) cards from the draw deck to 
each player.

6. Spin the toppet to determine which field number the 
snyx starts in.  The snyx is placed, facing clockwise, in 
the start space of that field.   

THE TOPPET
 ɖ The toppet is spun to determine how many spaces the 
snyx moves.

 ɖ When the toppet lands, the upright number touching 
the table surface is the number used for gameplay. 

Snyx moves two (2) spaces in the direction its eye is facing.

Section of the board with spell traps laid on two (2) different spaces.



STEP 2: A SPELL IS CAST
 ɖ Players reveal the cards that they have chosen to play 
at the same time.

 ɖ The player with the highest number of matched spell 
cards wins the round and casts that spell (see Spell 
Effects).

OBJECTIVE
Be the first player to catch the snyx within your gate and 
win the game.

GAME ROUND
Snyxtrap is played in a series of game rounds. During 
each round, players match cards to cast spells that lure 
the snyx away from their opponents’ fields and towards 
their own.

STEP 1: CARDS ARE PLAYED
 ɖ Each player chooses 1–5 cards from their hand to try 
and get rid of or to try and play a hand of matched 
spell cards with.

 ɖ Players lay the cards they have chosen face down on 
the table.

 ɖ Any player wishing to get rid of cards announces that 
they are passing. 

A player cannot cast a spell and get rid of 
cards during the same game round.

OPTIONS FOR PLAYING CARDS
Try and cast a spell
To try and cast a spell, a player chooses one set of 
matching spell cards (plus wild cards, if desired). A 
match can be made of two (2), three (3), four (4) or 
five (5) cards. 

Get rid of unwanted cards
To get rid of cards, a player chooses any number 
of cards from their hand that they no longer want.

OR

HIGHEST NUMBER OF MATCHES WINS

beats etc.beats

 ɖ If both players choose to pass, no spell is cast.

 ɖ All cards that have been laid down are collected into 
a discard pile. Players keep the cards that they have 
not laid down.

TIES AND SPELL TRAPS
If both players lay down the same amount of 
matching spell cards, it is a tie. When a tie occurs, 
each player places a spell trap. To do this, players 
take one of their tied spell cards and lay it face 
down on any empty space within their fields.

A wild card cannot be laid down as a spell 
trap. 

STEP 3: HANDS ARE REFRESHED
 ɖ Each player refreshes their hand by drawing new cards 
from the draw deck until they have five (5) cards to 
begin the next round. 



FIELD SPELL
Moves the snyx to any space along its current 
ring. 

VERSO SPELL 
Changes the direction the snyx is heading 
along the current ring. For example, if the 
snyx is heading clockwise along the ring and 
this spell is applied, the snyx is rotated to 
head in a counterclockwise direction.

RING SPELL 
Moves the snyx to the adjacent space in 
the next ring.  If the snyx is moving along 
the outermost ring, it can only be moved 
inwards. If the snyx is on the innermost ring, 
it may be moved into a player’s gate, winning 
them the game. 

SPELL EFFECTS

THIEF SPELL
Player takes one spell trap from any 
opponent’s field(s), looks at it, and places it 
as a spell trap on any open space within their 
own field(s).

HUNTER SPELL 
Player switches seats with another player of 
their choice and takes ownership of their 
field(s). Players keep their hand of cards. 

STEP 4: THE SNYX MOVES
 ɖ The player whose field currently hosts the snyx spins 
the toppet.

 ɖ The snyx is moved along its current ring by the 
number of spaces indicated on the toppet.

 ɖ If the snyx lands directly on a spell trap, the spell 
is revealed and cast by that field’s player (see Spell 
Effects). Once a spell trap spell has been cast, the card 
is placed in the discard pile.

Players continue game rounds until a winner is declared.

WINNING THE GAME
The game ends and a winner is declared when the snyx 
lands in a player’s gate.

If the draw deck is emptied, shuffle and use 
the discard pile to make a new draw deck.



Examples of how the snyx would move two (2) spaces along each ring if 
the side panel was raised twice by the gate lever. 

WILD CARD
Combine this card with any other spell 
cards in hand to create a larger match. 
For example, laying down a wild card 
with three (3) gate spell cards is the 
same as laying down four (4) gate spell 
cards. A wild card must always be 
combined with another spell card.

GATE SPELL 
Raises or lowers any side panel using a gate 
lever. By doing this, the gate within that 
panel’s field grows closer to or farther from 
the snyx’s current position (see diagram). A 
panel can be raised up to two (2) levels, but 
can only be raised one (1) level per spell cast. 
When a panel is raised or lowered, all spell 
traps from its field must be discarded.

Side panel position 1:  
No gate lever

Side panel position 2:  
Raised once with gate 
lever

Side panel position 3:  
Raised twice with gate 
lever

Examples of how the snyx would move three (3) spaces along each ring 
if the side panel was raised once by the gate lever. 

When gate levers are in play, the snyx’s path around the 
board changes. The gate counts as one space. If the snyx 
lands directly on a gate, it is trapped.

Gate Lever Gate Lever



3- AND 4-PLAYER 
VARIANTS

Snyxtrap can be played with three (3) or four (4) players, 
with the following rule variations:

 ɖ In a three-player game, one regular Snyxtrap side 
panel is replaced with the the three-player  variant side 
panel. No player is responsible for that panel's field. 
As the snyx moves around the board, it skips through 
that field. 

 ɖ Each player is responsible for one (1) field instead of 
two (2) (see The Board). 

 ɖ Each player is dealt a hand of six (6) cards instead of 
five (5). 

 ɖ During a game round, players may try to cast a spell 
with matches of 2–6 cards or they may get rid of 1–6 
cards.

 ɖ When two (2) or more players with the highest number 
of matched cards tie, they all lay spell traps.

SNYX SCAVENGER 
HUNT 

INTRODUCTORY MINIGAME

When expecting company, leave the Larklamp lit up 
and on display, pre-loaded with Snyxtrap panels. 

Should a guest with the proper sense of curiosity inquire 
about the nature of the Larklamp, explain that its current 
function is for trapping pesky shadow sprites called snyx, 
and invite them to you for a Snyx Scavenger Hunt. 

OBJECTIVE
Use the Larklamp’s glow to find and trap the snyx that is 
hiding nearby.

HOW TO PLAY
STEP 1: HIDE THE SNYX
One person hides the snyx game piece in a location close-
at-hand (for example, a shadow in an upstairs bedroom or 
under a favourite tree).

STEP 2: CONDUCT A HUNT
Find one or more snyx hunters and explain that an unruly 
sprite is loose in the area. Arm them with a Larklamp 
to search dark nooks and crannies. The bottom panel 
of the Larklamp projects a shadow image of the snyx, 
which can aid in the hunt. It can also be used to illustrate 
storytelling during play. 

While snyx hunting, it’s customary to recite the poem 
included at the end of this rulebook. Happy hunting!



FAQs
Can a player place a spell trap in another player’s 
field?
No. A player may only place a spell trap within their own 
field(s).

When the snyx passes over a spell trap on its way 
around the board, is the spell trap activated?
No. A spell trap is only activated when the snyx lands 
directly on it.

Can a player lay down a spell trap on the same 
space as the snyx?
Yes. However, the spell trap will not be activated during 
that game round. The snyx must land directly on the spell 
trap during a different round for the spell to be cast.

What happens if a player casts a thief spell, but 
their opponent has no spell traps to steal?
The thief spell is placed in the discard pile and gameplay 
continues.

What if there are no more free spaces in a player’s 
field to lay a spell trap?
The spell card is placed in the discard pile and gameplay 
continues.

What happens if the snyx lands on a wild card that 
has been laid down as a spell trap?
The player in whose field the spell trap is located may 
cast any spell they wish. This is a rare occurrence because 
players are not allowed to lay wild cards as spell traps 
during gameplay. However, during game setup, it is 
possible that a player receives a wild card to lay as a blind 
spell trap. 

Can more than one set of matched spell cards be 
played at a time?
No. Only one set of matched spells cards may be played 
during a game round.

Can a player choose not to cast the winning spell 
in a round?
No. The winning spell must be cast, even if it is detrimental 
to the winner of the hand. This includes activated spell 
traps.

Can spell traps be stacked on top of each other?
No. Only one (1) spell trap can be laid in a space at any 
given time.

Can the snyx land directly on a spell trap as a 
result of a field spell?
Yes and, as a consequence of this action, the spell trap 
is activated.

Is there a limit to the number of wild cards that 
can be played in one hand?
No, as long as the wild cards are played alongside one (1) 
or more spell cards.

What if the snyx lands directly on a second spell 
trap while moving from a first spell trap?
The second spell trap is activated. This continues for as 
long as the snyx lands directly on spell traps.

Can the direction of the snyx be changed when it 
is being moved or when a spell is being cast?
The only time the snyx can change direction is when a 
verso spell is cast.



BEWARE THE SNYX!
Beware the snyx!
And all their tricks
Of magics and of curse—
They’ll break your doors
And crack your floors
And empty out your purse.
Of snyx stay clear,
They’re ones to fear,
Formed of dubious nature.
From Shadowfay
They flock our way
To rob homes of calm stature.
Snyx are jolly
And relish folly,
Enchanting you with laughter.
But hear me clear—
Don’t keep them near
Or trouble shall come after.
The snyx can fly,
Unknown to eye
(Unless moonfire burns).
Old spells make do
An hour or two
But angried snyx return.
The snyx creep deep
On edge of sleep
They’re closer than you think.
Wait—who broke my shoe?
Say, was it you?
Hey! Who just spilled my drink?
Oh no! Oh dear!
The snyx are here!
(Or so my children claim).
They’ve frayed my nerves
My doom’s now served
All tranquilty’s in flames.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Lumo Amuzo creates beautiful games that are 
handcrafted and packaged locally on a small scale. We 
keep our manufacturing standards as high as possible 
while learning how to make our products better every 
day. If for any reason your game arrives incomplete or 
breaks during assembly, let us know. We’ll do everything 
we can to make things right and improve our process 
along the way!

Send questions and comments directly to: 
info@lumoamuzo.com

For more information please visit: 
www.lumoamuzo.com

Created and designed by P. D.Warne.
Game design assistance by Moura M. Visual design assistance by Melanie 
Lambrick. Studio assistance by Nania Sergio. Special thanks to Vincent 
Monnier and all of the Kickstarter backers who made Snyxtrap possible.

©  2015 Snyxtrap, Larklamp Magic Lantern Game System, Shadowfay 
and all related marks are ™ and © P. D. Warne, all rights reserved.



 

QUICK REFERENCE 
GUIDE

VERSO SPELL
Change the 

direction the 
snyx is heading 
along the ring.

FIELD SPELL
Move the snyx to 
any space on its 

current ring.

RING SPELL
Move the snyx to 

the next ring.

THIEF SPELL
Take an 

opponent’s  
spell trap.

HUNTER SPELL
Switch fields 
with another 

player.

GATE SPELL
Raise or lower 
any side panel.

WILD CARD
Combine with 
spell cards to 

create a greater 
match.


